A practical guide for small bowel transplantation in rats-review of techniques and models.
Animal models are a central aspect in research on small bowel transplantation (SBTx). Among them, rats are the preferred species because of their widespread availability and cost effectiveness. Because the complexity of the surgical procedure could per se influence the outcome of an experiment, a standardized and comparable technique is important. Based on of the vast amount of different models and surgical techniques published to this point, a review seemed necessary to guide investigators when choosing the suitable model. A systematic literature search of original articles published between 1965 and 2016 using the Medline Database regarding techniques of SBTx in rats was conducted according to the Preferred reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines. Articles describing a new technique or evaluating different techniques were considered. A total of 38 publications fulfilled the selection criteria and were included. Data from these publications were regarded as too heterogeneous for statistical analysis. Depending on graft length and placement, full-length and reduced length heterotopic and orthotopic models were differentiated. Important factors concerning a good survival rate are the chosen model (heterotopic has a better outcome compared with orthotopic), a vascular flush of the graft in situ, a careful luminal flush of the graft, adequate fluid resuscitation, and a warm ischemia time of less than 40 min. SBTx in rats remains a complex and challenging procedure, which necessitates a standardized technique as well as sufficient training. By choosing the optimal experimental model, applying established strategies, and proven techniques, a standardized and scientifically reliable model can be achieved.